Continuing Airworthiness Conference 2016
“DASR Implementation”
Discussion

- The DASR journey has just begun
- ADF must forget about the TAREGs
  - AMO
  - Industry will be close behind
- CAMO
- Transformational change
- Pragmatism
- Communication
- Engage/Network/Discuss
DefenceAA/DASA/DASP/DASR amplify WHS legislation

Command must ensure that risk treated SFARP

DefenceAA assures Defence aviation safety

DefenceAA

DASA
- DGTA
- DDAAFS
- DACPA

DASP
- Policy / regulation
- Promotion/education
- Initial Safety Case
- Ongoing Assurance

DASR

WHS Section 22-25
WHS Section 20/21

Risk decisions regarding capability / safety

Risk advice regarding defensible standards

Section 16

No WHS obligations: specialist amplification of WHS provisions for Defence Aviation hazards

Defence Aviation Safety Authority
Questions